













The proposition ‘speculation as a mode of production' is intended to set the terms of an inquiry into how art and of labour start to draw closer together in recent decades, as systems of value become more and more abstract. The relation between art and labour, as two contrary social forms - one predicated on uselessness and the other on a social use-value- undergoes a shift as exchange-value and the immanence of abstract value increasingly determine the conditions of production and experience for both. Here, we need to consider the relationship between an objective logic of speculation and the kinds of subjectivity it produces. The speculative subject, whether of aesthetics or labour-power, is key to understanding how the current model of social reproduction in capitalism – a mode that has been defined in terms of 'fictitious capital' or a 'double decoupling' between labour and capital (Simon 2011: 98) – sees a re-orientation of art and labour away from the discrete terrains set out for them by a previous mode of accumulation.   The logic of self-expanding value structural to capitalist accumulation is modified into a worker-facing ideology couched in notions such as 'creativity' or 'human capital', notions which traverse the norms of labour and artistic (non-) labour alike as both are re-crafted in the image of capital, that is, as entrepreneurship, and as forms of activity without content (and thus, without a principal distinction between them) This is the tendency I am designating as 'speculative'. 
Delineating the specific form of subjectivity that belongs to speculation as a mode of production calls upon an understanding of subjectivity as a thoroughly social rather than a psychological or individual category – an 'objective' subjectivity that should be read from as well as against its social conditions of possibility. Here, 'subjectivity' can also be seen as an objectivity which becomes internalised, and thus individualised. We can see this in the fetish-character of the individual in capitalist modernity. The liberal notion of the individual is by definition a being under-determined by, and primary to, social and historical processes. However, it can be argued that the dividing line between subjectivity and objectivity itself is an index of social and historical process (Endnotes 2010: 79). The category of 'subjectivity' is useful because it enables us to think about the repressed politics in a dominant notion of 'creativity' which models subjectivity on self-valorising value in line with the social dominance of self-valorising value as modelled by financialised capital (McNally 2009: 56). This brings us to an essentially 'economic' concept of creativity, with the entrepreneurial bearer of this subjectivity as the 'bearer' or manager of their own 'human capital'. The concept of 'human capital' does not however exhaust the story of how the open-ended contingency of social creativity becomes reconciled with value in the production of subjects who see themselves in those terms. We could also think of this assumed reconciliation using concepts like  'real subsumption', which would enable us to track how subjectivity is 'invested' by capital both through developments in the production process and 'outside' it, that is, in areas such as biopolitical state welfare, culture and law – all that in orthodox Marxist theory would fall into the 'reproductive' sphere.
The account of the emergence of human capital as this kind of 'capitalisation of the human' needs to be supplemented with an account of the 'humanisation of capital' corollary to the precepts of creative work, creative management, and arts-led economic strategies native to the 'creative industries' discourse which, though having reached its peak about a decade ago, continues to provide the chief model for speculative development in post-industrial economies. My approach follows critical aesthetics and value-form theory, which dictate a negative traversal and inhabitation of such 'economistic' notions for their contradictions and traces of the material conditions that inhere in their abstraction. However, I am also interested in certain concepts from Marxist autonomist theory for their proximity, as well as their distance, from such a project. Thus I am interested, without committing to a fuller exploration here, in the post-Operaist debates around 'immaterial labour' and the 'general intellect'. Insofar as these debates fail to adequately link their accounts of capital to their accounts of production historically rather than ontologically, they can echo certain aspects of the affirmation of creativity (and the discursive negation of labour) in the discussions of the 'creative industries', albeit for very different theoretical and tactical reasons. Such a tendency is a danger courted by, for example, the Spinozist and Nietzchean tenor of autonomous social production in the work of Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (Negri 1991; Negri and Hardt 200, 2004, 2009).  It is, however, a thread that arguably runs through all the work influenced by Marxist autonomist thought, since it stakes much on the liberation of labour from capital, rather than the need to establish another set of social relations where neither of these categories will exist, much less dominate over the other.
This still quite simplistic articulation of the projects of negation of labour in 'creative' discourse as well as the negation of labour through a negation of capital in libertarian communist theory bring us to an important but often neglected parallel track in this discussion: the aesthetic project of negation. Here we can initially discern the role played by labour in the tradition of post-Kantian Romantic aesthetics. In this 'aesthetic project', we see the sublation of labour in 'free activity' in Romantic aesthetics, rather than in capital, as in the critique of political economy. With German Romantic aesthetic theory, up to and including the Marxian variants of Walter Benjamin and Theodor W. Adorno, and arguably even in Marx's discussion of art, there is a cancellation of labour by a notion of ‘free activity’ which art prefigures. In both cases, there is a tension between overcoming and sidestepping the domination of abstract value in order to attain emancipation from labour.
The post-Romantic tradition of critical aesthetics charts the disjunction between labour and freedom in a dialectical vision of human autonomy, that is, the dialectic of autonomy and heteronomy (Bürger 1984; Bernstein 1992). In this corpus, human freedom cannot result from the appropriation of humanity's productive powers from capital, since labour is understood as always unfree or compulsory, counterpoised to play or mimesis as the definitively human (though here the concept of the 'human' is a historical rather than a positive one) capacity for free and purposeless creation. Here, there is a suggestive crossover between the critique of labour in critical and Marxist aesthetics, and the critique of labour in Marxist value-form theory, with exponents such as Isaac Rubin, Moishe Postone and Christopher Arthur, as well as the writers of the 'communisation current' that depart from value-form theory, such as the Endnotes group. (Endnotes 2010; Endnotes 2013; Heinrich 2012; Rubin 1972; Postone 1993; Arthur 2004).  The crossover can be described as a common rejection of a positive concept of use-value or of labour which can be extracted from the social relations of capital; use-value is an aspect of value, and labour is always an aspect of value-determined labour, or, 'abstract labour'. The 'negation of labour' perspective, further, recurs in the thought of Italian Operaismo as 'refusal of work', most saliently in the work of Mario Tronti (Wright 2002). We can thus juxtapose the critique of labour deriving from critical aesthetics with the critique of labour in critical political economy and Marxist philosophy on their common ground of a dialectics of negation. From this perspective, 'speculation as a mode of production' can also start to describe a mode of conceptual production whose impetus is to find the 'speculative' aspect of every concept. This is not simply to deploy the dialectic as a speculative mode of thought, but to intensify the speculative potential of every category based on its materialisations in the real practices which are grouped under those categories. Categories such as art, labour, value, subsumption, autonomy, heteronomy, negation – all these are speculative categories rather than descriptions of self-sufficient kinds of social practice or concept formation. They are thus incomplete and open to re-articulation in the concrete historical situation. This echoes the structure of thinking set out by Theodor Adorno in Negative Dialectics, where objects will always exceed their concepts, and no final synthesis can be expected.
In his final book, Aesthetic Theory, Adorno deployed the Kantian aesthetic categories of autonomy and heteronomy in a strong sense, which is to say, to outline the social content of the specificity art has acquired in the modern era. These are the terms that frame the inquiry into the constitutive bind of art as being both like and unlike socially necessary labour in capitalism. Art as a realisation of freedom as posed by critical aesthetics discloses its implicit contradiction – its denial of labour – but also that this contradiction cannot be eradicated by 'socialising' art or dissolving its distinction from labour. That's because art does contain a yet-abstract freedom from capitalist work, capitalist time and capitalist value, a freedom only accessible through and despite its commodity status. This commodity status is posited as the condition of its critical distance (Adorno 2007). What happens to this dialectic under the conditions of industrialised, or unsocially socialised, creativity? Further, what happens if the opposite pole to art in this critical tradition – labour – declines as a category of political and economic affirmation, though by no means does it decline as an ideological and economic necessity for individuals? Does the specificity of art and labour as distinct forms of social production decline as well?




Apposite here would be to theorise the conditions of possibility for an 'art worker' and to reformulate them in terms of the negativity inherent in the indeterminacy of generic creativity as the new rule for labour; or, in terms recognisable to Adorno, the negativity that marks autonomy as the scar of its break with the heteronomous. An initial approach could be to see what happens if we try and re-figure art as itself a kind of 'abstract labour' under conditions of generalised 'creativity', or, as I have been putting it, 'speculation'. When it comes to figuring the proximity between art and labour, the commodity form of art and the commodity form of labour-power have to be elucidated prior to seeing in what sense it is possible to speak of both art and labour-power in their social character of abstract labour. However, we have to keep in mind the difficulty of re-defining art as a form of abstract labour due to its incompatibility with hallmarks of abstract labour such as the wage-form and capitalist production process. However, I will contend that in order to bring the critique of capitalist productive relations in critical aesthetics into the present social and economic configuration, art could be viewed as a form of abstract labour – and thus part of abstract labour's negativity in capital. This could permit art to perform the critical function imputed to it by critical aesthetics effectively in a situation where art and labour no longer stand in opposition. Here, the proximity of 'art' and 'abstract labour' demonstrates the potential of holding them both as speculative categories in the sense I indicated above. 
Yet I will also be hedging my bets slightly. In addition to the attempted re-formulation of art as abstract labour, I will also approach the elision between art and labour from the standpoint of the value-form more broadly. This can be depicted in terms of a link between the expansion of the category of art and the expansion of the value-form in the dynamics of social production and reproduction in recent times. Such an expansion, I will argue, is an index of the crisis in the relations of production that have kept art and labour separate, a separation that can no longer hold, once that crisis is considered not just a general malfunctioning of a discrete logic of valorisation called 'finance' but a crisis in the capital-labour relation more generally. 

Autonomy and real abstraction

 So what could be the specific type of negation performed by art vis-a-vis labour in a society dominated by the abstraction of value? If in recent years labour has been re-fashioned as 'creativity' and the creative gyrations of finance have become the primary engines of accumulation, we have also witnessed art as in no previous period assimilated into the economy. Art is assimilated not purely as ornament or market commodity but as a structure of legitimation for contemporary forms of exchange, not just a market but a 'structure of feeling' that lends an emancipatory valence to the tyranny of markets, and the ever more predatory landscape of social relations they create. The accepted modernist form of the negation of the status quo performed by art in opposition to labour in a capitalist society (that art is autonomous, an ensemble of activities done for its own sake, while labour is heteronomous, done for extrinsic ends) can no longer hold, even in the rigorously dialectical version proposed by Adorno. With speculation as a mode of production, the dialectic between autonomy and heteronomy becomes insufficient because autonomy acquires a new instrumentality in heteronomy: it becomes a style or an affect directly plugged into a luxury and service economy, rather than a structural opposition in capitalist value relations. In a scene of generalised speculation, art emerges as the emblem of reconciliation between ideas of subjective freedom and the freedom of capital.
Adorno's version of the autonomy of art goes as follows: the separation of art and labour must have deep roots in how both of these social forms relate to the commodity. These contradictions then should be located at the heart of the social character of art itself, which emerges as an uneven topology of autonomy and heteronomy – autonomy understood as art's immanence to its own laws, and heteronomy as social determinations external to those laws. In the essay 'Art, Society, Aesthetics', Adorno makes a few statements along these lines, statements that posit art as a constitutive exclusion to, for example, the 'profane world' of productive relations and instrumental reason: 'Art can be understood only by its laws of movement, not according to any set of invariants. It is defined by its relation to what it is not. The specifically artistic in art must be derived concretely from its other.' (Adorno 2007: 3). What this implies is that for 'the demands of a materialistic-dialectical aesthetics' proposed by Adorno to be fulfilled, there has to be an idea of a strong, yet contingent and incomplete, relationship between art objects and the social ground against which they are defined, (precisely, against which they are defined). For him, art is a form of social labour that is intimately connected to productive labour by its detachment from it, and by the conditions that perpetuate that separation as a norm: 'Yet, it is precisely as artifacts, as products of social labour, that they [artworks] also communicate with the empirical experience that they reject and from which they draw their content.' (Adorno 2007: 5). Art is symptomatic in its capacity to both disclose and disavow the cancelling of human agency or creativity that obtains in a totally administered world under the rule of the commodity-form, a role which has to be historicised, as should be the categories of 'autonomy' and 'heteronomy'. This paradoxical position of art both affirming and denying the loss of social or subjective agency in the rest of human praxis is summed up in this way: 'By virtue of its rejection of the empirical world – a rejection that inheres in art's concept and thus is no mere escape, but a law immanent to it – art sanctions the primacy of reality.' (Adorno 2007: 2). Further, '[t]he idea of freedom, akin to aesthetic autonomy, was shaped by domination, which it universalized. This holds true as well for artworks.' (Adorno 2007: 23). Succinctly, art works (or the experience of a separate realm of human activity called art) critique commodity relations by being apart and unlike those relations, yet by being apart and unlike, they also forsake the claim to any power to affect the universal reach of those relations.
But this paradoxical position is not simply the site of a conceptual tension; it is also a real contradiction, and this holds insofar as art needs to be apprehended as a particular type of commodity, one both like and unlike the commodity labour-power, for example. This particularity inheres in artworks' singularity, a singularity secured through their mode of production (artisanal, as opposed to industrial) and not subsumed to the technical division of labour native to mass production and waged labour. Such singularity is also secured through the artworks’ production being determined by artistic subjectivity rather than social objectivity, and their status, at least principally, as un-reproducible and hallowed by the mark of original authorship. These are an artwork's conditions of autonomy, which should perhaps be better spelled out as the artistic mode of production's conditions of autonomy, so as to keep in clearer focus the dependence of these conditions on what they reject: the heteronomy of productive labour.
Here it is vital to distinguish the role of autonomy in conditioning discrete art practices in the recent or 'contemporary' period from its role with regard to the field of art as a whole. While contemporary art (from the 'neo-avant garde' of the 1960s onwards) has been very much about critically interrogating artistic autonomy and highlighting art's interpenetration with and dependence on conditions outside the limits of the art object (heteronomy), from art institutions to the larger parameters of existence such as time, weather, land, media, narrative, the body, experience, and recently the economy, as well as labour, the various ways of dramatising these dependencies and entanglements have relied on the relative autonomy of art as a totality: art is sustained as a distinct realm of semiotic and productive methods which is regulated by immanent laws and can in no way be conflated with any of the conditions it increasingly incorporates. (Vishmidt 2008: 21-34). Rather, art's ability to incorporate or emulate those conditions, challenging autonomy on a 'micro'-scale is guaranteed by the durability of that autonomy on a 'macro'- scale, which itself tends to have a reproductive role to play with regard to the conditions interrogated.
As such, the autonomy of art in modernity – that is, roughly from the mid-19th to the mid-20th century – is the autonomy of the fetish, liable to play down the dependent conditions of this autonomy and displace them into a reified self-sufficiency. John Roberts, glossing Adorno, summarises the special commodity status of art as follows: '[b]ecause unreproducible artworks are not subsumable under the law of value, paradoxically, they transcend their own status as commodity fetishes by becoming, in a sense, bloated and absolute kinds of fetish, absolute commodities.' (Roberts 2007: 30). This is despite the fact that 'the freely sensuous, unreproducible artwork secures an image of liberated labour'. The dialectic of liberated labour has a further dimension when it comes to art: the artwork always refers beyond itself, to a non-purposeful or liberated time in which the division of labour and commodity relations cease to have effect; labour-power also is always more than it is, since it produces more value than it consumes and, as living labour, always exceeds its condition as objectified, value-producing labour. With reference to Marx's discussion of labour as 'not-value' (Marx 1973: 295-296) as subjectivity which exists in a state of negativity to its valorisation – and eradication as labour – by capital, we can see art as the reification of this negativity. Its constitutive separation from capital's law of value in its mode of production puts it at once outside the conditions of labour and capital, and ensures that it is traversed by its dependency on both. This problematic separation is summed up by Adorno in these terms: ‘Art exists in the real world and has a function in it, and the two are connected by a large number of mediating links. Nevertheless, as art it remains the antithesis of that which is the case’. (Adorno 2007: 159). 
If we take 'that which is the case' to be capitalist social relations, it is clear that art exists as an antithesis to subsumed (waged) labour, as a free space for experiment and fantasy conducted within agreed-upon parameters, although these parameters are increasingly contested, and have been for some decades already, as outlined above. By means of this reified separation from wage-labour, art can be considered a surplus of negativity in relation to 'that which is the case' (art's social use is always in question, unlike that of labour) compared to the negativity already ascribed to labour in and against capital, a negativity which can only be realised politically. Nonetheless, it is precisely this surplus of negativity which is diluted or converted into a positivity when 'creativity' becomes the condition for all wage-labour as, in the past few decades, it is tendentially subsumed to finance, emulating finance's mechanism of valorisation. As a result, art merges with its other, abstract labour: not just with regard to a specious creativity as a demand imposed on contemporary work, but by way of the routinisation and industrialisation imposed on art production itself through its embedding in collector-driven markets and luxury industries, but also social policy initiatives and urban development. If art as a mode of speculative praxis can be demonstrated to imaginatively radicalise the speculation performed by capital in its financial modalities, which remains tethered to the self-expanding form of value, we will get an idea of whether it is meaningful to speak of art as 'subsumed' to either of these heteronomous conditions, and what the critical implications of this might be in the current period.

Art as counterproductive labour

So far we have sought to track the intersections and divergences between art and finance as forms of speculation which both disavow labour and highlight the practical and even ontological 'contingency' of value. Now I will go on to discuss an artwork that takes on some of these questions performatively: labour in a financial services context rendered speculative by its extended, and indeterminate, performance. Pilvi Takala's 2008 video ‘The Trainee’ depicts the Finnish artist embarking upon a placement with the international accountancy firm Deloitte. Initially undertaking the standard array of tasks expected of this role, her behaviour starts to subtly shift over time, to the perplexity of her colleagues. After several months, she no longer undertakes any tasks. But instead of enacting a Bartleby-like stance of existential refusal in the workplace, Takala is actually attempting to live up to the tenets of unfettered creativity held forth by the rhetoric of the 'managerial revolution', the spontaneous and ungovernable value creation that each company must learn how to foster in its employees if it wants to stay ahead of the game. She spends her days sitting at her desk staring into space. Inquiries meet with responses like 'I am thinking' or 'I'm doing brain-work right now’. Occasionally she rides up and down in the lift for hours, explaining to curious interlocutors that her thought processes flow better in a dynamic environment. The artist seems to be dramatising or parodying the capitalisation of attention as labour which has been written about extensively in theories of post-Fordism, along with the 'virtuosity' explored by Paolo Virno (Virno 2004).
All this brings art as the suspension of labour and labour as the suspension of creativity, closer together to the point of indistinction, flowing into a common mode of 'process over product'. In ‘The Trainee’, art acts as a magnifying lens for the suspension of labour as integral to the actuality of contemporary work: the disposition, the readiness to work, is already the chief affective and subjective requirement of today's abstract labour (Gilligan 2010; Gilligan and Holert 2012: 84-98). Thinking might already be labour, might already be attention subsumed to the regime of valorisation, but it might also be just thinking, or nothing. It is clear that Takala's on-the-job performance did not serve to advance her accountancy career (this might have also pertained to her lowly status as trainee – perhaps had she attained to an executive post, her claim to be 'thinking' as work might have been given more credence). 
While it is not uncommon for motifs appropriated from, or emulating, the world of labour to infiltrate art over the past few decades, if not much earlier in the century with the revolutionary avant-gardes, Takala's piece is one which tries to represent the changes to the experience and expectations of work in recent times – which can be summed up as its unrepresentability, its loss of definition. Takala's action – a performance of the indistinction between art and labour that transpires both in the workplace and in her art practice – also rehearses the logic of transit between the visibility and invisibility of the art object, the art 'instance' which has characterised conceptual art and the practices that can be placed in its trajectory. It has been characterised by this equally to a mimetic tendency with regard to non-artistic labour, and it is perhaps in its concrete engagements with labour (as well as with money) that the speculative logic of (conceptual and post-conceptual) art that appears in withdrawing and disappears when it is displayed is most sharply enunciated. Parenthetically, Takala had agreed the project with the marketing manager but this information was not communicated to any of her colleagues. They, in turn, would invariably express their confusion and distress in emails to the manager behind her back; emails which are reproduced as part of the documentary installation of the piece (Takala 2012).  The visibility of her invisible work was disquieting to her co-workers; one must be seen to be doing something, and they couldn't tell what it was she was doing, or if she was doing anything. ‘What is she doing there? Arbeiten? Oder Theater?’ This is what speculative labour looks like: nothing. Or art. Her literal take on 'job performance' was putting into question the necessity of their own roles.
This speculative gesture recalls the role of the 'market-making' trader in the writing of the financial engineer and speculative realist theorist Élie Ayache. He proposes that the trader's subjective, physical presence is indispensable, even if it is only in manipulating and writing the equations for high-frequency automated trades. He thus discerns a logic of performance in speculative finance which parallels, without conflating, the performance of assets and the performance of traders in unleashing the quantum flows of trades (Ayache 2010: 48).  Ayache describes the financial markets as the site of the 'absolute contingency' discussed by philosopher Quentin Meillassoux as the structure of reality independent of human perception (Meillassoux  2008).  In line with that, Takala throws into indistinction her role as an artist or as an employee in a way that estranges the social and ontological features of both. She likewise brings an 'absolute contingency' into a workplace that is supposedly already structured by the individualising and self-optimising precepts of 'human capital', figures that indicate that speculation has to stay within strict, routinised bounds and not exceed the logic of the situation. Further, like Ayache's trader who is a microcosm of the market and re-creates it with every trade, Takala dramatises the reproductive function for art of the sovereign artist: everything she does is art, a condition which 'The Trainee' imagines extending to other kinds of socially necessary (and unnecessary) labour.
Here we might briefly cite Christopher Arthur's notion of 'counter-productive labour' as the limit to capital's complete internalisation of labour and metabolisation of it as value (Arthur 2004: 54). The 'recalcitrance' of workers to capital's efforts to compel their labour is an indispensable feature of the valorisation process, both pushing capital to innovate so as to destroy the barriers posed by this recalcitrance, and fostering the political subjectivity of workers, inasmuch as they experience their activity as distinct from its appropriation and valorisation by capital, as well as from their role as workers (Negri and Hardt 1994). The antagonism posed by this relation of labour to capital is internal to the production process, regardless of its form: labour is counter-productive insofar as it is subsumed by capital, it is not a matter of the technological content of the work, in contrast to the theories of 'immaterial labour'. Although the technological content may position the worker in such an intimate relation to the work that the negativity of labour may no longer be experienced as a collective force but rather an individual exhaustion and collapse (Berardi 2009).  However, this antagonism can also be embodied in another social form which lies outside the valorisation process proper: art. 
	As we have already seen, the distinctiveness of the institution of art in capital is that it is not labour, and cannot be controlled or recognised in the same way as labour. But it is through this distance from labour that art is turned into a repository of values deemed extrinsic to the valorisation process, including when that process comes to encompass more and more kinds of social relations. Art then both enacts the suspension of labour and mirrors it, insofar as labour in the era of financialisation, of speculation, operates precisely in the mode of suspension – deprived of class identity or productive necessity. But it does then remain to be elaborated, if this is the case, why art and labour are still two different domains. If art is an allegory for the counterproductive which has gained independence from the valorisation process and become its 'own' thing – the antithesis to that ‘which is the case’ – this runs a risk of turning art into a merely privative category: 'if it is not anything else, let's call it art’. This formality and ambiguity doubtlessly is what lends art as a set of distinct practices, its allure for the proponents of a labour transformed in its working conditions and self-concept into an analogue for infinitely mutable and self-expanding – or deferred – value. Perhaps one way of approaching the questions at this conjunction of 'emptying out' and 'putting to work' is that advanced by the art theorist Thierry de Duve, who locates in art 'after Duchamp' not so much a kind of activity as a form of speculative judgement - 'this is art' – opening a way to think art out of its specialisation as non-labour and directly in relation to the kind of abstract value that lends a social character to all labours (de Duve 1998).




Recent theoretical narratives have advanced a certain twisting of the terms of modernist autonomy and heteronomy as the parameters of art. Art's tension with commodification has manifested as drives for the dissolution of art into non-art, or, conversely, art's incorporation of social reality. Art has gravitated towards tropes of uselessness and negation when it comes to representing or emulating labour, and towards representational and structural mimesis when it comes to representing or emulating the workings of finance (Gilligan 2008).  Yet, as we saw with Takala's 'The Trainee', the workings of finance come to increasingly set a template for wage-labour, privileging the intangible and relational over the tangible and consumable. Art can also react to this situation by trying to directly valorise artistic indeterminacy and art's 'antithesis to that which is the case' as a species of 'non-specialist specialism'. This can take the shape of consultancy to corporations who are ready to accept the uncertain but potentially ground-breaking assets which can be generated by the conjunction of speculative artistic and economic praxis (the historical  example of the Artist Placement Group in the late 1960s and 1970s in Britain) or that intervene directly in the fabric of social reality as service providers (think of Superflex or WochenKlausur) while retaining the margin of ambiguity (and income streams) of art, a position increasingly popular in times of state cutbacks in both social services and arts funding.
A speculative mode of production can also see art acting as a passive agent in the relation between art and speculative capital, enacting a simple mimesis of 'social capital' absent reflection on the specificity of art and labour's respective structural roles and the power relations that obtain on them. This is something we can witness, for instance in the work of Tino Sehgal. Sehgal’s large-scale orchestrations of social relations between hired 'participants' and gallery-goers do nothing so much as replicate the coerced performance of self common to similarly paid positions in less prestigious sectors of the service industry.​[1]​ Importantly, Sehgal obeys the conventions once vouchsafed as critical in 'de-materialised' conceptual art, even exceeding them with his insistence on no ephemera and no documentation of the performances. To say that his work is concerned with the 'experience economy' is to refrain from analysis, a move repeated in the work itself. This only throws into relief the affinity between his practice and 'general performance' (Lütticken 2012). as the rule for labour in the speculative mode of production. Other artists perform similar ironic mimeses of generally prevalent economic conditions into the gallery space, such as Carey Young, Santiago Sierra or Theaster Gates, though the latter's work functions in an extended sphere of social entrepreneurship of which art is only the most critically and financially lucrative site. Indeed, the topicality of economic realities in contemporary art could not be more ascendant, as the briefest scan of press releases and curatorial themes in 2013 would show.




	This essay has focused on tracing the structural affinities between art as a form of abstraction of social value and the abstract form of value at the heart of capital as they have played out both in contemporary art and in the shifting landscape of contemporary work. The main engine here has been designated as finance, as the extensive and intensive reach of financial industries and, more saliently, financial logics have re-configured the relations between art, capital and labour even as they have reshaped other institutions such as welfare or education into profit-yielding concerns. But without going into the diverse and multi-valent literature on 'financialization' or 'neo-liberalism', we have restricted the field of analysis to tracking how the current forms in which we encounter labour and art start to mutate as the difference between them blurs in an era of 'creativity' and 'performance' as the metric by which both labour and art are assessed and produced – a financial logic which eliminates labour in favour of endlessly self-valorising value. 




^1	 	 These ideas came up in conversations conducted with former participants in These Associations, Seghal's recent piece at Tate Modern, 24 July – 28 October 2012. An enraptured Guardian journalist concluded his review of the piece by saying, 'These associations is one of the best Turbine Hall commissions. There are no objects: we are the subject. It is about communality and intimacy, the self as social being, the group and the individual, belonging and separation. We're in the middle of things. It is marvellous.' Adrian Searle, 'These Associations- Review', The Guardian, 23 July 2012.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